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INTRODUCTION
origin a t  lha gacaMaa
The writer of this thesis became interested in the 
significance of the contrast response to a free-assoolation 
test while working on a fellowship at the Human Engineering 
Laboratory in Boston, Massachusetts, during the winter of 
1930-40. Here, he learned that the test used to measure 
objectivity and subjectivity was a free-assooiation test
scored on the basis of the number of contrasts but did not 
learn of any data that would validate the uoe of the test.
In Psyohometrios, Johnson O ’Connor (3), director of the 
Hunan Engineering Laboratory stated that salesmen average 
extremely objective in personality whereas scientists and 
research workers average extremely subjective. However, 
O ’Connor is chiefly interested in the isolation of independ­
ent variables and has not yet submitted any technical report 
on the data upon which he basis his statement. ftlnoe such a 
test, if valid, would be of considerable value in vocational 
guidance, the present writer became interested in checking 
its validity.
O ’Connor (3) describes the extremely objective person as 
•the hail-fellow-well-mot, sales type, the group worker- and 
the opposite type, which he calls the extremely subjective 
person, as “the individualist, the lone worker*. If these 
two extremes of personalities are due to comparatively con­
stant differences in individuals and if the free-associatlon 
test can be used to distinguish between the two types, the 
test would be of considerable value in helping young people 
choose between occupations requiring sales aptitude and those 
in which the Individual works alone. Sales aptitude, as 
used in this thesis, shall be understood to mean the natural 
or acquired capacity— assuming there is such a factor— for 
influencing other people.
Previous >tu<Uft3
In *A note on a Racial Factor In Responses In Word 
Association* X," M. V. Bioe (1) made the observation that 
whites gave many contrasts and coordinates whereas negroes 
gave few of these and many lupraordlnates. Ho data was given, 
however, as to the extent or slgnifloanee of the difference.
•F. L. wells (0) stated in his booh Mental Tests in 
Clinical Praotloe that persons with generally rapid reaction 
times In the free-as sedation test tend to respond with con­
trasts whenever such a response is apposite. He further 
writes, "In &urphy*a calculations also the contrast associ­
ations correlate -.50, P.K. .05 with the egocentric category 
and .36, P.B. .054 with the miscellaneous group, indicating 
opposite mental mechanisms involved." No report by Hurphy 
was located.
Johnson 0*Connor (3), whose primary Interest is In the 
isolation of mental elements, has done considerable work on 
frea-aaoooiation tests. He started by scoring individuals 
on the most common responses as determined by giving the test 
to a thousand persons. By rspeated purifications of the test, 
he arrived at a list of 56 words with 70 responses that proved 
statistically consistent in measuring the same tiling. Of 
these responses, 35 are, aooordlng to his definition,
contrasts. Ha defines contrasts as opposites, consisting of 
adjectives and adverbs; and coordinates, consisting of nouns 
and verbs that are clearly opposite in meaning or that are
mutually exclusive tho belonging to the same supraor&inate.
O'Connor (3) reports that ho found a reliability of .86 
and .81 for fifty men when the test was scored on fifteen 
opposites. He found a reliability of .83 and .78 for the 
same fifty men when the teat was scored on fifteen coordi­
nates. The correlation between the opposites and coordinates 
was .73 for the same population. Using the smaller reliabil­
ities the correction for nttentuatlon is .92, which indicates 
a very pronounced relationship between the two. The relia­
bility for thirty contrasts, including both opposites and 
coordinates, is .90.
0 ,Connor (3) correlated his contraat-soored free- 
assoolatlon test with his wiggly-blook test (a test of struc­
tural visualisation), with his English-vocabulary test, with 
his clerical-aptitude test (number checking), and with 
Seashore's tonal-memory test. Ho relationship was found with 
any of these tests.
ShSL PjBE&fiB
The problem of this thesis is to make a preliminary
the problem lees cumbersome,
check of the hypothesis that the contrast-scored free-assool- 
atlon teat ia a measure of sales aptitude. In order to make
it was decided to omit the middle 
ranges and compare the contrast-response scores made by 
persons whose work requires them to spend most of their time 
influencing other people with the soores made by workers who 
spend little, if any, of their time influencing others. In 
the first group are Included salesmen, supervisors, and 
teachers; in the second group, research workers, janitors, 
bookkeepers, and clerical workers.
If there should prove to be a relationship between con-■
treat responses and the type of occupation, it was considered 
possible that the contrast-response scores might correlate 
with extroversion or self-suffloienoy. In order to find this 
out quickly, it was decided to administer a free-associ.ition 
test and the ?5emreuter personality Inventory to the general 
psychology class. 3inoe the members of this class had 
already taken the Otis fielf-Adralnlstoring tfest of Hental 
Ability; Higher Examination Form D, this procedure had the 
added advantage of providing an opportunity to correlate the 
contrast-response scores with this measure of intelligence.
Inasmuch as the work with the psychology class was com­
pleted first, this portion of the research will be reported 
in Part I of this thesis; the procedures and results of the 
investigation into the occupational group will be discussed 
in Part II.
PART I
THE HKLATIOW OP* INTELLIQEHCE AHD PERSONALITY 
TO THE CONTRAST R3&1PONNE
I M  i^aataaEft
The first atap was to select the words for the proponed 
frea-vsnoolatlon teats. In order to raake the tests single 
with few distracting influences, the seleotions with some
fallowing rules*
every testae laljrht be expected
to lessen the possibility of
to produoe a mental set that 
responses.
7) Avoid homographs, homonyms, and words th^t might 
sound like other Gomroon words. For this reason fair, bear, 
hedge, and many others were omitted.
8) Avoid articles, prepositions, Interjections, and 
numbers. An exception to this rule was the Inclusion of
5} In selecting words to which contrast responses are
exoeoted, avoid terms whose opposite or contrasting coordinate
is uncommon. This principal was adopted so as to eliminate
as much as possible the probability that testees wouldn't be
familiar with the contrast response.
6) Avoid words, such as abhor and blood, that might
have auoh strong unpleasant and embarrassing associations as
Two lists (Form A and Form B) of a hundred items each 
were then picked from this group of selected words and 
administered to a few persons to discover as many contrast 
responses as possible. The responses selected as possible 
contrast responses for Form A were then Judged as contrast 
or non-contrast associations by seven Judges (six of them 
being college graduates). The responses which were deemed 
contrasts by six out of seven of the Judges were accepted 
for scoring and the remainder were given to seven other 
Judges (five college graduates and two oollege students) to
consider further. Responses selected as contrasts by four of 
the fourteen were discarded. In order to check the remaining 
terms, Vebster's New International Dictionary (8) and Roget's 
Thesaurus of English words and Phrases (4) were consulted. 
Horde listed as antonyms by the dictionary or as Ideas with 
antithetical signification by the thesaurus were accepted. 
Those still remaining were rejected. In order to have a 
further oheok, the aocepted decisions of the fourteen Judges 
were, wherever possible, compared with the dictionary and 
thesaurus. Mo disagreements were found.
The seleoted responses for Fora B were first checked with 
the dictionary and the thesaurus. Most of them were aocepted 
and rejected on this basis. The remainder w»re given to 
eleven Judges (nine of them college graduates) for an opinion. 
The responses deemed contrasts by nine out of the eleven were 
accepted and the rest discarded.
form A was administered to the general psychology olasa
of the University of North Dakota by the Instructor, Hermann
F. Buogel, who before reading the words from the list gave
the students the following Instructions!
This afternoon I am going to give you a 
word-assoolation test devised for the 
purpose of studying the responses to 
common words. For this reason we want 
your first response to each word. He 
don*t want you to try to think of logical 
associations— try to seise on the first 
word that oomes to you and write it down.
9
would rather not have any response 
than not have your first reaction to a 
word. j
The list oonsists of one-hundred common 
words which we all know. I shall read 
them to you one at a time. Immediately 
after 1 give a word, write your response 
down. Do not write the stimulus word—  
write only the first word you think of.
If you have no reaction before the next 
word is spoken or If you think of some 
very personal response that you do not 
wish to write down, draw a line to 
indicate the omission. Do not In any 
case put down a second choice. Hither 
put down what you first think of or draw 
a short line. Please retaember to In­
dicate all omissions by such a line so 
we know which response is the first, 
whioh the next, and so on.
Do you understand what is desired of you* 
If not, please raise your hand. (Pause.) 
How remember to give the first word you 
think of.
Two weeks later Form & was administered after the class
had been read the following instructions:
A study of the word-association test 
which you took two weeks ago indicates 
that the association of opposites is a 
common type of association but that the 
most common type for a given word varies 
with the word. In response to “husband*
80 out of 68 persons wrote the opposite 
“wife*j whereas, to the word “sorrow* 
only five persons gave an opposite. 3ome 
words were more frequently associated 
with similar ideas and some more frequently 
associated with contrasting ideas. In 
order to get more data 0n the frequencies 
of the various types of responses, it has 
been decided to give you another word list.
This list also contains one-hundred common 
words. X shall read than to you one nt a 
time. Immediately after I give a word, 
writ® your response down. *>o not write 
the stimulus word— write only the first 
word you think of. If you haws no reaction 
or If you think of some personal experience 
that you do not wish to write down, draw a 
line to Indicate the omission. Jo not in 
any case put down a second choice. Either 
put down what you first think of or draw 
a short line. We would rather not have any 
response than not to have your first reaction.
Is there any one who is not ready to start? 
(Pause.) Wow retaernber to give the first 
word you think of.
80th tests were scored on the basis of the number of con­
trast responses selected by the procedure already discussed.
A few unforeseen responses to eoored items appeared to be 
contrasts. These were oheoked with the dictionary and the 
thesaurus in the same way the other t o m s  had been. The words 
selected for Form A and the contrast responses counted in 
scoring are listed in Table Ij the corresponding data for 
Form 8, in Table II. The obtained scores of the students on 
these and the other testa used are recorded in Appendix A.
The other tests include the Otis 8*lf-Adminlstoring Test of 
Mental Ability: Higher Examination Form D and the Bemreuter 
Personality Inventory. The extroversion-introversion and the 
self-sufficlenoy scales of the latter were selected as they 
have the highest correlations with other scales and the 
lowest lnteroorrelations.
TABUS 1
W 3  SELECTED FOR FREE** A3:KKJ IATION TEST I FORM A 




































































back, rear, behind 
divide


































































believe, know, trust, faith, sure
sorrow
tree










friend, aooualntanoe, know, familiar
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TABLE IZ
WOJiDfl SELECTS® FOR FREE-ASSOCX TION **»T| FORM B
































most least, less, little
sit stand
dove




















































































rough, bumpy, irregular 
night
clean






succeed, pass, win 
mother, son 







Table III summarizes the known data on the reliability of 
the free-asaociation teats used In this experiment. From the 
a lit-half product-moment correlations (.947 and .957# the 
reliabilities of the whole testa were estimated as .973 and 
.978 by the 3pearraan-3rown oropheoy formula, since the 
standard errors are small. It la evident that the tests must 
have a high degree of consistency and aocuraoy In measuring 
something. %hat this something is will have to be determined 
by a study of lte correlations with known criteria.
t a b u : h i
RELZA3ILX? IK3 OF T'*0 CON 7RA3Y- 3C0HJCD 
FREE-A8SOCIATION TE3T8
Porn A Form B
Hpllt-half correlation .947 (3.E. .0X3) .957 (0.K. .010)
istimated reliability .973 (3.E. .007) .978 (3. .005)
Obtained lnteroorrelatlon .71 (3.B. .06)
Interoorrelatlon correoted for
attentuatlon .73 (->.E. .06)
It will be noted that the obtained product-moment inter­
oorrelatlon (.71) between the two teste (Form B was given two 
weeks after Form A) is considerably lower than the reliabil­
ities of the test. Because of the high reliabilities of the 
two forma, this interoorrelatlon is not substantially changed 
when corrected for attentuatlon by Spearman’s formula.
Assuming that the two toata are equivalent, the comparatively 
low intoroorrelation between forma is probably due to 
differences in mind sets of the subjects as a result in part 
of unknown factors and in part to the differences in the 
instructions preceding the tests. Instructions for Form B 
were changed in order to determine whether wore opposites 
would be given by the students when they were aware that 
contrasts were com::*)n responses. The mean increase was 4.1 
( .K. 1.25) and the median Increase 2.8 (B#S. 1.32). This 
indicates that there is an increase in the number of oontrast 
responses but it cannot be considered significant even tho 
the mean increase is wore than three times its standard error, 
because it is not known that the two tests are exactly 
equivalent.
Table IV summarises the product-moment correlations 
calculated between the free-assoolatlon test and the other 
tests administered to the psychology class. Hone of the 
correlations are large enough to be of significance. In fact 
they are so snail that there is extremely little likelihood 
that there is any important relationship. Henoe, it may be 
assumed with a high degree of confidence that there are no 
major faotore common to the oontrast response and intelligence 
as measured by the Otis test, to the contrast response and 




QOBftKLATXOHS Of (X>B7!tA3T-3CORia> FftHK-ABHOClATlON 
T O T S  WITH X H m X XOSKCB ABD PKRSOHALXTY T O T S
cental Ability (Otis) -.04 {s.K. .13) -.17 (s .ej. .13)
Introversion-Extroversion
(Bemreuter) -.12 (3.IS. .13) -.09 (B.K. .13)
self-sufficiency
(Bemreuter) -.07 (S.K. .13) -.06 (S.E. .13)
Inventory, and to the contrast response and Introversion- 
extroversion ae measured by the same Inventory.
As a further check for Information to explain the mean­
ing of the contrast response, the Bernreuter personality 
Inventories for the fourteen high- and fourteen low-contrast 
scorers on Form A were selected. Individual Items were 
checked for significant differences in the frequencies of 
“yes* and *no* answers of the two groups. The same procedure 
was also followed for Fora B. For Form A, 12 differences were 
found that would ooour by ohance— disregarding the "?• answers 
of which there were comparatively few— only five or less times 
in 100{ for Form B, 14 were found. Since there are 126 items, 
the probable number of such cases is 12.6 (5 at each extreme). 
Hence, the differences noted cannot be considered significant.
■Nummary
O ’Connor (3) found that the oontrast responses do not 
correlate with structural visualisation, vocabulary, clerical 
aptitude, and tonal memory. It may now be added with reason­
able aaauranoe that they do not correlate with intelligence,
' « ( « • * * i v 4
self-sufficiency, and introversion-extroversion. Hence, what­
ever the contract-scored freo-assooiatlon test measurers, it 
doesn’t include any major faotor that la common to any of 
these abilities and aptitudes.
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FART «
THE RELATION OF OCCUPATION AND WORK FHKFKRXNGE0 
TO THE CONTRAST HESFONHS
Frooedurw
For the work with the occupational group Free-As relation 
Test! Foma A was used but with two changes. Responses to 
•gain* indicated that about one-third of the students thought 
that they had heard *ga»e*j likewise, responses to "high" 
Indicated that about one-sixth of the testers thought that 
the stimulus word was *ple*. The first of those words was 
changed to ’•table*} the second to “profit". In order to keep 
the number of scored items the same, "loss* was oounted as 
a contrast response to •‘profit* in the revised form.
The teet was administered orally, the writer recording 
the responses, to one worker at a time but with considerable 
varl tion In testing conditions. henever possible it was 
given In a private room, but In a few oases it was given in 
an office full of workers, in others In a car, and in still 
a thaw ««!•« nut a Id a while ftlttlmr an a s M  convenient ablest.
the Introduction and instructional preceding each administration 
was in substance as followsl
I want to got your help on soma research 
Z am doing for my Waster*a thesis at the 
Univarsity of North Dakota. Z am trying 
to find out whether persons in different 
occupations give different responses to 
my list of words. Hence, Z am giving it 
to bookkeepers, teachers, salesmen, etc.
The purpose of this research is to attempt 
to develop a teat that might be of value 
in helping young people deolde on what 
occupation to enter. All Z want you to 
do is to tell me the first thing that you 
think of when Z read a word from my list.
For example, the first word is ‘•penny*. 
v?hat do you think of when Z say "penny*?
. . . .  The next word is"apple* . . . .
After the list wae completed, the testae was asked the following
questionst
Xf wages and hour# and opportunities were 
the same, what type of work would you 
prefer to do? Xf you had to choose between 
telling and bookkeeping, which would you 
select? If your eholoe were between sell­
ing and research, which would you take?
Zf between teaching and bookkeeping? Xf 
between teaching and research? Xf between 
supervisory work and bookkeeping? Xf 
between supervisory and research?
The teats were scored on the same items as when given to 
the psychology students with the exception noted at the 
beginning of this section. The papers were then separated 
into groups as follows:
1) ftroup 1, containing all workers tested, including 
thirty not in the Glassifications studied in this thesis but 
tasted as opportunity presented itself in order to have a
21
acre general even tho not a representative sampling of the 
population.
2) Group 2, containing all workers from group 1 who 
■pend roost of their tine influencing other people. This 
group includes salesmen, supervisors, and teachers who have 
been working In their respective occupations for at least two 
years.
3) Group 3, containing all workers from group 1 who 
spend little, if any, of their tine influencing people. This 
group include« research workers, Janitors, bookkeepers, and 
clerical workers who have been working at their respective 
occupations for at least two years.
4) Group 4, containing all workers from group 2 who 
prefer their own occupations to any occupation mentioned In 
paragraph 3.
ft) Group ft, containing workers from group 3 who prefer 
their own occupations to any oeeupatlon mentioned In 
paragraph 2.
ft) Group 6, containing workers from group 2 who prefer 
any occupation mentioned in paragraph 2 to any occupation 
mentioned in paragraph 3.
7) Group 7, containing workers from group 3 who prefer 
any occupation mentioned in paragraph 3 to any occupation 
nontinned In paragraph 2.
The frequencies of the contrast responses for each of 
these groups are recorded in Table V. The medians and their
28
standard errors have been added to the same table, bines the 
frequencies do not appear to fora a normal curve, the general 
formula (3.E. I4dn ~ lY f t  ) which does net m i h m  normality 
was used for calculating the standard error of the median.
In administering the teets the writer obeerved that those 
who respond most quickly and with least evidence of intro- 
speotion give the moot contrasts. Evidences of introspection 
noted are} (1) Questions by testee as to whether he is giving 
correct answers, (8) comments as to the irrationality of 
responses, (3) explanations of associations, (4) admissions 
of the inhibition of contrasts because they do not seem to be 
logical responses, (6) changing responses, and (6) longer 
deliberation on some words, especially on those having common 
opposites and no common synonym, "ithout exception those who 
showed much evidence of introspection responded with few 
contrasts and with but few exeeptlons those of reacted 
quickly with no evidence of introspection responded with many 
coordinates and opposites. It was also observed that 
opposites were seldom given after a period of hesitation.
It seemed a common tendency to consider opposites as 
illogical associations. Home persons who responded with few
23
contrasts laughed diaooncertedly when they gave their first 
opposite* on a few occasions person* who responded with many 
contrasts expressed surprise at finding themselves giving 
opposites* In two or three eases such persons cult giving 
opposites* There were at least two or three persons who gave 
many contrasts but who were unaware that they had given any* 
Except in a few Instances the responses were not discussed 
with the teatees. Hence, the proportion who were not aware 
of giving opposites Is not known*
While It was suite obvious that seise persons suppressed 
opposites, It seems equally certain that there were acne 
individuals to whoa the contrast res >onne never occurred*
They were slightly slower than the many-eontrast responders 
but often seem to be reacting Just as spontaneously. Another 
point of Interest and possibly of significance Is that these 
sere-contrast scorers think more often of personal experiences* 
A few of them. Indeed, seemed unable to find any association 
In their consciousness for words that did not remind them of 
a personal experience. In this connection It Is perhaps 
pertinent to note that 29 of the 157 persons tested gave no 
contrast responses whatever.
In several oases persons gave no contrasts for the first 
thirty items or so and then began giving aany contrasts. In 
these eases It seemed that the subject responded more quickly
24
and easily after the change than before. In fact the change 
was so striking in a fee oases that it seemed almost as tho 
a weight had been lifted from the subject1* mind* This and 
other observations noted above seems to indicate that the 
opposites and coordinates are easier to give but that they are 
often inhibited in order to give responses that are considered 
logical.
.dome workers who were contacted in their place of business 
and who had no acquaintanceship with the author teemed to be 
somewhat suspicious of tho author’s intentions, While no 
aotual fears were expressed, a few of them seemed to be afraid 
that the results of the test would be used against them in 
some way. These persons scored low.
As expected, the oholoes between occupations were not 
based solely on the individual’s preference for influencing 
as opposed to non-influencing positlone. Remark* by some 
workers Indicated that they gave considerable weight to the 
matter of variety of experiences. Remarks by other persons 
indicated that considerable weight was placed on the extent 
of freedom of movement; for example, some persons preferred 
selling to bookkeeping because in the former one could move 
about more.
M&uZta and Xnt^iy.^tatlpjia
In Table V even-numbered group# represent an attempt at 
progressive purifications of the population with respect to 
sales aptitude; the odd-numbered groups represent an attempt 
at progressive purification with respect to the absence of the 
sane aptitude. Since the degree of purity Is not kno -m for
TA3US V
FtlE5QiraNGIK3 OF CONTRAST-RESPONSE SCORES 
BY OCCUPATIONAL CROUPS
Score Group 1 Croup 2 Group 3 Grout* 4 Group 5 Group 8 Croup 7
0- 2 49 13 24 11 23 4 19
3- © 12 3 5 3 5 1 4
6- 8 4 2 0 1 0 1 0
3
0
9-11 8 3 4 3 3 1
12-14 8 5 1 4 1 4




18-20 8 2 2 0 1 0
21-23 6 3 2 1 2 124-2© 10 6 2 6 2 2
27-29 6 3 1 2 1 1 1
30-32 6 6 0 4 0 4 0
33-35 12 6 4 5 2 4 l
0
1
36-38 14 7 5 7 1 8
39-41 4 4 0 4 0 2
42-44 7 4 3 4 3 2
H 157 71 06 57 47 33 37
M n 13.0 22.0 4.9 28.0 2.8 29.9 2.4
S.K.iidn 2.4 4.2 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.2 0.5
any of these groups, it cannot be proved that any one of then ie 
purer than another. However, it seems logical that the likes and 
dislikes,of the workers would be direotly related in part at least
to their sales aptitude. Hence, the greater the preponderance 
of preferences for the influenolng-other-people Jobs— or vise 
versa— the greater the purity of the population in this respect, 
■enco, the writer feels it la safe to assume that the larger- 
numbered groups are actually purer than the lower-numbered 
ones.
In comparing the groups the median was used because the 
distributions contained relatively large numbers of extreme 
noasurea which would affect the mean disproportionately.
This application of the general rule was checked by dividing 
the standard error of the median by the standard error of the 
mean for groups 1 and 2. In each case the ratio was greater
than one, indicating that the median was the more reliable
.
measure of the two. (The standard error of the mean is 1.2 
for group 1 and 1.7 for group 2.)
The medians for groups 1, 2, 4, and 0 become progressively 
larger, indicating that there may be a positive relationship 
between the purity of the lnfluencing-other-peopla group and 
the number of contrast responses. The ratio of the difference 
between the medians of groups 1 and 7 to the standard error of 
the difference is 8.0, indicating that there are better than 
999 chances in 1,000 that there is a true difference.
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On the other hand, the median* for the odd-numbered 
groups become progressively smaller indicating a possible 
negative correlation between the purity of the non-influencing * 
group and the contrast scores. In group 7 the calculated 
standard error is probably incorrect because of the relatively 
l^irge frequency of the ate > containing the median. Hence, to 
be conservative. It was re-calculated using a step frequenoy 
of five, which is the average frequenoy for the lower six 
steps. This gives a standard error of 1.8. Using this 
estimate instead of the one in the table, the ratio of the 
difference between the medians of groups 1 and 7 to the stand­
ard error of the difference is 5.0, which gives an assurance 
of 999 in 1,000 that there Is a significant difference 
between the two groups.
The corresponding ratio for groups 0 and 7 is 9.7, 
indicating an even higher degree of assurance that there is a 
true difference between the influencers and nan-influenoere.
The coefficient of oontingenoy, 0, for the same groups divided 
into three step-Intervals (0-2, 3-26, and 27-44) Is .40, the 
iilghest possible coefficient being .707. F a r a C of sera, 
the probable e r r o r , ?.S., for a group of this else actuals .081. 
The C/l’.E. ratio is 5.7, Indicating that there are only 0 
chanoea in a 100,000 that the correlation of .46 is due to 
chanoe. The chi-square test, likewise, indicates great odds
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In favor of a relationship, the exact probability being far 
greater than 99 in 100.
One possible source of error is that a large percentage 
of those in the influenolng-other-pooole division were among 
the author*s acquaintance** and that practically all of those 
in the other group were strangers. The median of the 41 
acquaintances Is 26 (8.E. 1.9). Since this is higher than the 
median of group 2, it appeared that some process of selection 
must have taken place or that acquaintanceship, per ge. must 
in some way have influenced results. Since casual observations 
indicated that spontaneity might be a factor in determining 
the number of contrasts, it was considered possible that 
acquaintances, perhaps being more spontaneous in the testing 
situation beoauae they knew the test administrator, responded 
•'.'1th more opposites simply as a result of acquaintanew chip.
If this were true, it would produce a spurious correlation 
under the conditions noted at the beginning of this paragraph. 
Fence, the purifications were repeated, rejecting the 41 
acquaintances. ’or results, see Table VI.
All the medians in Table VI are lower than the medians 
in Table V but the trend in the non-influencing groups Is 
still essentially the same. However, the trend of the medians 
of the influeneing-other-people groups has been leveled off 
at the second group, indicating that exclusion of acmtalntanees 
has eliminated a corresponding larger part of those selected
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3core Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 8 Group «3 Group 7
0- 2 42 14 21 10 21 4 17
' 3- 5 10 2 5 2 & 1 4
8 4 3 0 2 0 1 0
9-11 7 3 3 3 2 1 2
12-14 6 4 1 4 1 4 o :
18-17 5 2 3 2 3 1 3
18-20 3 2 1 0 1 0 0
21-23 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
24-26 5 3 1 3 1 0 1
27-29 4 3 1 2 1 1 1
30-32 5 4 0 3 0 3 0
33-35 0 3 3 3 2 3 1
30-38 9 4 5 4 1 3 1
39-41 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
42-44 5 2 3 2 3 0 1
N n a 83 48 42 42 24 32
HAn G.4 15.2 4.3 14.5 2.5 19.0 2.3
jj.H.i’dn 2.3 6.8 4.2 2.4 1.9 7.3 1.7
for group* 4 and 6 by the first process of purifieition. This 
might be dus to the effeot of acquaintanceship, as hypothesised 
in the previous paragraph, but it could also be due to a 
natural process of selection which will be discussed later 
after disposing of the possibility that aoquaintanoeshio night 
invalidate the trends noted and differences found in the first 
purification.
In group 6, 7able VI, the population is too small to give 
a reliable median. Hence, it was necessary to compare the 
medians of groups 4 and 8 in this purification instead of
groups 6 and 7 used In the previous comparison. The ratio of 
the difference between the medians to the standard error of 
the difference is 5.9, which indicates that there are better 
then 999 chances in 1,000 that the difference is significant• 
fhe coefficient of contingency was calculated for groups d 
u& 7 as before. In this purification C was found to bo .47. 
since the probable error of a zero coefficient for this group 
would be .090, there would be only 27 chances in 100,000 that 
the correlation could have been obtained by ohimee. iienee, 
while the probabilities of a relationship are now found to be 
less than before, it is still reasonably certain that a 
relationship « U W .
Assuming that acquaintanceship was not resoonaibis for 
raising the contrast scores and assuming that the contrast 
score correlates with sales aptitude, the differences between 
the medians and trends in Table V and Table VI could be 
explained as a process of natural selection. An Individual's 
acquaintances are raore likely to have a greater percentage of 
persons possessing sales aptitude than exists in the entire 
population for the reason that persons possessing sales 
aptitude probably mix more with other people and hence are 
more often met. hlnoe both the acquaintances and strangers 
tested are members of the author's environment, the elimination 
of the acquaintances would be expected to lower the obtained 
medians somewhat in the manner already observed whereas
exclusion of the strangers would be exoeotsd to raise the 
medians. That this latter also would occur is indicated by 
the faot that the median of all the acquaintances was 26 as 
compared to a median of 1^.6 for the entire copulation.
The truth may be that both factors mentioned have some 
influence on the differences noted between the results of the 
two purifications. The best explanation of the correlations 
found seems to be that there is some rslatlonahip between 
sales aptitude and the contrast response. Hence, as it is 
desired to eliminate persona with sales aptitude from the non- 
inf luenoers, group 7 of the second purification might be the 
most nearly pur© in this reepeot. 3inoe it is desired to 
Include persons with sales aptitude, it would seem that the 
acquaintances, who ore »aost lifealy to have this aptitude, 
would be a mors logical population for inclusion than exclu­
sion. Inclusion of them alone does not yield a large enough 
population for group 6. Hence, the next best choice ould 
seem to be group 6 of the first purification, in which these 
individuals have been included. Correlating these two 
selected groups gives a C of .46 ( . when C is sero equals 
.084), whioh is essentially the same as the other two coef­
ficients.
The best explanation of the correlation with speed as 
noted by Wells and observed casually by the writer seems to
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b# that th» number of oontrasts la affected somewhat by 
spontaneity, which 1® probably the absence of introspection. 
This may be due to the fact that Introspection, when It is 
resorted to, takes time and that persona who thus stop to 
weigh their responses usually reject opposites because they 
seem to be Irrational. However, since spontaneity is probably 
one factor in making for a successful lnfluenoer, the higher 
scores resulting from this cause would help to differentiate 
between the better and the poorer influenoera.
The present writer*s casual observations support Well*a 
inference that there are two opposite mechanisms Involved in 
the responses to the free-assoclation test. Since one of 
them makes for egocentric responses, it will be oalled the 
egocentric factor in the discussion that follows; since the 
other makes for contrast responses, it will be referred to as 
the contrast factor.
The contrast factor may be a mechanism for balancing and 
coordlnatinn? ideas, one idea being aet in perspective with 
other similar ideas of the same class. The result of such a 
juxtaposition of coordinate but mutually exclusive ideas would 
be the association of words which, in effect, are contrasts 
to each other. A person who has this characteristic ^ould be 
rcore apt to influence other people successfully because in 
dealing with them it would be natural for him to think of
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opposing points of view. If those things are true, this 
factor would help to account for the correlation of contrasts 
with sales aptitude and would, Indeed, probably be the main 
factor in accounting for the correlation, spontaneity being 
only a minor factor. Another observation of interest in tills 
connection is that the only type of stimuli the high contrast 
scorers had difficulty responding to were world that had no 
cow on opposite, coordinate, or synonym. ^lsh, song, and sign
were, incidentally, the only items omitted more than once by
workers who scored over thirty.
• • . ' . . , . . , • * , . v 4, ,. L. , * . v . ; i-. . .. • ' • I
the egocentrio factor, on the other hand, may be a
mechanism for measuring values in terras of person&l experlenoee. 
The egocentric individual might measure the value of any idea 
by the part it has played in hie personal experiences— and 
therefore associate it with the experiences of which it is a 
part. In this connection it is of internet to note that no­
contrast scorers were frequently unable to respond when the 
word had no common synonym and no recalled experience conno- 
t&tlon. ^ordc the no-oontrast scorer's found especially 
difficult were “from,“ and "worce*. other words omitted more 
than twice were •luck'* and "give".
Another point to be considered is that the same response 
lay be the result of different mechanisms in different persons. 
An egocentric responder, for example, might associate “vrife*
with “husband* because “husband and wife* go together eo often.
borne of the low-contrast scorers have, In fact, put the word 
•‘and* before "wife* in their response, Indicating the 
possibility that the assool tlon was made because the two are 
often experienced to -ether, irother and slater, avenue and 
street, king and queen, question and answer, and many other 
such pairs of contrasts might also be occasionally associated 
for the same reason. Special experiences might in a few rare 
instances account for other smirious-eontraet responses; for 
example, one low-scoring Individual explained that he associ­
ated “play* with "work1* because his Job was play to him. A 
contrast responder, on the other hand, may give an egocentric 
response not because he measures values in terms of his 
personal experiences but because hs has a guilty feeling about 
something which the word reminded him of. As mentioned pre­
viously, he might also avoid opposite* with more or less con­
sistency because of more or lesa fluctuating period* of lntro- 
cot ion.
bince there is a grouping of more than one-fourth of the 
total population tested in the "0-a" interval and since the 
scores are well scattered thru the rest of the distribution, 
it seems likely that the critical point of division between 
the two mechanisms would be near or in this step-interval. 
Assuming that the presence of one of these mechanisms means 
absence of the other, the true location of this point would 
be between the true zero scores and the lowest true score
wad« by a contrast responder. Assuming that a negligible 
number of the no-contrast responder group scored above two 
and assuming that the number of contrast responders In the 
*0—2* step-Interval Is the same as the average frequency of 
the other step-intervals, the correct number of no-contrast 
scorers would be 41. Examination of the *0-2* group reveals 
that 29 of the 49 gave no oontrnst responses whatever.
Assuming that half of the twenty in this group who scored 
above zero, actually should have received a zero and assuming 
that the number of true-contrast reeponders who scored zero 
Is negligible, the corrected zero frequency would be ,'-9.
The number of one-contrast scores lo 15. Assuming that these 
are really no-contrast responders, they, with the zero-con­
trast respond®re, would give ue 44. In all three estimates, 
the no-oontrast frequency is roughly one-quarter of the total. 
©♦Connor’s (3) quartlie norms for a contrast-scored free- 
aassociation teat of thirty items also shows a similar grouping 
at the zero end of the scale. One-fourth of a population of 
600 responded with only one or lees contrast!.
Taking this suggested dichotomy as the basis for classify­
ing the subjects Instead o? the divisions arbitrarily selected, 
the coefficients of contingency for group® 6 and *? were re­
calculated ueln r simply the Intervale *0-1 * and *:'-44tt. The 
result was .42 for both purifications end .44 for the >urlfl- 
oatione consisting of group 6, Table V, and group ?, Table VI. 
These correlations Indicate that this dichotomy Into some and
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none is almost an discriminating as the three divisions pre­
viously used. If there Is n real difference and If the ex­
planations hypothesized are correct, then the reason for the 
lower correlations might be that the effect of the spontaneity 
factor has been largely obaourrecl by this new grouping. If, 
as it seems, spontaneity affeots the number of contrasts given 
by the true oontraat responders but, in itself, causes only a 
negligible number of no-contrast scores, then the effect of 
this soine-and-none dichotomy would be to eliminate this factor 
from the correlation. If the lovering of the correlation 1» 
due to the elimination of the spontaneity factor, it would 
suggest that the higher medians of the acquaintances was not 
primarily due to this factor slnoe the new correlations are 
the same for both purifications but to the process o? selection 
mentioned previously* The larger correlation for the special 
purification consisting of group 6, Table V, and group ?, Table 
VI, suggests— if It Is actually larger— that this may be the 
moat successful purification.
MmwL
Tha differences In modlane and the correlations found 
Indicate that the influencing-othor-people workers have a 
decided tendency to give more contrasts to a free-aasoclation 
test than do the lone workers. The best explanation of these
statistics and other data auraliable easing to be that there is 
a contrast-association factor present in some individuals but 
not In others.
The negative correlation between egocentric and contrast 
responses found by Murphy, indicates, ae stated by Wells, two 
omooaite mental mechanisms. The casual observ tiona of the 
writer end th* nature of the eentraat-eeore freouency distri­
bution teem to support hells* inference..
The insignificant correlations of the contrast response 
with extroversion-introversion, self-sufficiency, Intelligence,
vocabulary, clerical aptitude, and tonal memory indicate that 
there is no major factor common to the oontrast-aesociatlon 
faotor and to any one of these measures of abilities and 
altitudes.
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SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
In repeating the experiment It would toe well to do the 
testing in a strange community where the results wouldn’t be 
complicated toy acquaintanceship. A more nearly perfect puri­
fication than tills writer obtained could no doubt be secured 
by repeating the Investigation in a few large business con­
cerns where comparable ratings of each worker’s success could 
be secured from the management and where scores on general 
intelligence and achievement tests were available. If the 
contrast-score frequencies of the satisfied workers who wers 
deeraed successful by their superiors were tabulated for each 
rang* of general intelligence and for each range of achievement, 
a more adequate concept of the occupational significance of the 
contrast response would be secured.
A better picture of each worker’s prsfsrenoes for influ- 
enclng-other-people Jobs might be drawn if the worker were 
given more pairs of occupations to chose from and If, when he 
finished, he were asked to explain his selections and to make 
a choice between the two general typos of work.
A study of the personality and thought habits of fifty 
no-oontrast responders and of fifty many-contrast reaoonders
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might prove enlightening. If, In addition, these persona were 
administered equivalent forma of the free-asaoolatlon teat at 
Intervals of six months for three or four years, much interest­
ing «nd perhaps valuable data on individual variations would be 
obtained. Among other things, this would indicate whether the 
one-fourth who score zero are consistent in not giving any 
contrast responses* Doubtful associations might be determined 
by discussing thea with the subject.
The obtained three-to-one dichotomy of the population 
into contrast and no-oontrast responders suggests the possi­
bility that the two mechanisms are inherited thru a single 
pair of genes, the contrast factor being dominant and the
egocentric factor recessive. This hypothesis may be checked 
experimentally by administering a free-assoolation teat to
all members of a large number of families and determining 
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APPENDIX A
T123T SCORES OF GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS
No. Otis Form A
1 66 22 50 343 48 94 48 38
ft Bft a
8 47 42? 60 418 47 09 37 010 56 29
11 61 812 38 32
13 41 214 50 618 51 32
IS 39 301? 39 39
18 33 3419 32 IS
20 68 27
















Fora B X-I S—s
4 -26 97
44 -23 335 26 -1138 -22 11
3 - 1 -86
40 86 744 -84 265 —44 191 a a37 -128 43
22 -99 829 -81 -24
5 —11 103 -49 - 639 -96 35
30 -62 2937 -60 8235 -12 -2922 18 -59
1 -54 28*
17 a a22 113 -62
6 34 480 -14 3313 12 —59
3 -69 37





6 -77 - 5
30 -122 5940 -29 5
a a a
32 32 -24
16 -28 -3434 -87 62
a -13 -45
APPENDIX A— Continued
No . otia Form A Forra 3 1—K 3-S
41 a 2 1 - 8 9?
42 49 39 44 — 3 -6343 45 21 18 11 -8844 34 20 35 —32 25
45 59 18 16 - 1 94
46 64 1 15 21 147
47 44 30 34 -79 -67
48 43 4 27 - 7 41
49 43 5 10 -31 7
BO BO 37 34 -53 52
51 38 21 31 14 -10
52 47 34 45 - 6 1653 37 0 0 -71 38
54 48 17 a a a55 44 16 35 -24 32
5657 4148 4130 4536 -103* 153
58 39 40 38 2 21
59 a 19 28 -02 160
30 48 4 31 a A
61 32 16 3 11 3362 60 12 12 15 -56
63 & 17 0 -73 4
64 36 23 a 51 -32
35 42 a 40 a A
66 43 6 43 -56 20
07 56 34 35 13 -103
60 62 11 13 5 16
69 39 2 24 7 -24
70 43 34 45 -32 8
71 34 30 14 -109 78
?£ 51 27 36 -38 -67
KfiZ
Otia Otia Self-AArainis taring Teat o ? Cental Ability* Higher 
Examination Porn; D 
Form A Free-Assooiatlon feet Form A 
Forra B Free-Aasoolation Teat Form BI-E Introversion-Extroversion Beale, Bemreuter Personality
Inventory
a-3 Self-Sufficiency Scale, Bemreuter Personality
Inventorya denotes that student was absent at time test was given
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APPENDIX B
DISCRIMINATION INDI0S3 FOR FH£h-ASSOCIATION TEST: FORM A
Motet While the free-assooiation teat had a high enough reli­
ability to make purification unnecessary for the purpose of 
this research, the writer, as an additional check, calculated 
two contrast-response frequenoy ratios for each item of Form A 
selected for scoring. The H&/L& discrimination Index for each 
stimulus was obtained by dividing the frequenoy of contrast 
responses for the high one-half of the population by the 
corresponding frequenoy for the low one-half. The high one-half, 
in this instance, means the half of the population responding 
with tht greatest number of contrasts; the low one-half, the 
portion reacting with the fewest. The Hi./hi index was obtained 
in a similar way for the high one-cuarter and low one-quarter 
of the same population. The population used in this analysis was the 68 nsyohology students.
stimuli Hn/Lt Ha/U stimuli !fg/L& itifc/U
inside 2.9 7.0 head 4.8 14/0below 2.3 15.0 taise 7.3 12.0
work 2.9 13.0 rich 2.7 17.0west 3.3 16.0 evening 12/0 q/o
brother 3.6 8.0 come 2.3 8.0
high 4.2 10/0 difficult 11/0 8/0king 2.6 10.0 grandfather 3.8 16.0
worse 3.9 15/0 onen 2.7 8.6husband 3.3 16.0 old 7.8 \ V °hero 17.0 11/0 valley 3.5 11.0
dull 2.9 13/0 big 8.7 15/0
costly 14.0 10/0 dangerous 5/0 4/0
lost 2.6 17/0 country 10/0 12/0
winter 3.6 13/0 dim 8.6 11/0question 2.2 3.2 from 2.4 11.0
wrong 1.9 4.2 enemy 8.7 17.0
front 2.7 8.6 begin 8.0 9/0
multiply 3.3 6.0 doubt 4.0 6.0
short 2.9 8.6 sorrow 2.0 2/0
good 3.2 17.0 empty 6.4 17/0
north 3.9 16.0 after 4.0 8.0
give 2.6 17.0 push 5.5 12/0sickness 10.0 10.0 stranger 10.0 14/0
